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Keeping it Fresh – Create Your Own Salad & Vegetable Garden
Windowsill & Patio Planters
Salads & herbs are some of our favourite crops to grow. One of the things we
love the most about growing salads & herbs is that they grow very quickly. You
can grow them anywhere and if your short of space the our Saladgrow &
Herbgrow planters could be just what you’re looking for.
The drip proof design also makes the Saladgrow & Herbgrow perfect for
windowsills, balconies & patios. Our Saladgrow & Herbgrow planters are lowmaintenance planters, perfect for busy people or beginners and thanks to the
clever SmartReservoir and FeederMats, your herbs and salads will be
kept perfectly fed and watered so there’s no more coming home to find your
plants wilted or waterlogged and no more need to worry about holiday watering
cover.
If you want to take things a step further then add some vegetables into the mix
and create your own mini allotment with our Vitogrow Planter.
The Vitogrow Mini Allotment is the best of both worlds, combining our best-selling
Quadgrow planter with a handy salad & herb planter. It’s 4x 11 litre pots, perfect
for tall cropping plants such as tomatoes, beans and cucumbers and a central
planter for all your salads, herbs and shallow rooting veg. You can even grow
salads & herbs all year round outdoors by adding the mini greenhouse option,
protecting your crops from frosts.
As with all our grow planters, the Vitogrow Mini Allotment keeps your plants
perfectly watered and fed at all times, thanks to the large SmartReservoir for
controlled watering, giving you healthier plants and bigger harvests.
Herbgrow 4 pot Planter - L79cm x W24cm x H26cm - £21.90
Saladgrow Planter – From £21.90
Available in 3 sizes:
Saladgrow Small 19cm x 75cm SmartReservoir holds 7 litres of water - great for
outdoor window ledges and indoor windowsills.
Saladgrow Medium 55cm x 55cm SmartReservoir holds 20 litres of water
Saladgrow Large 105cm x 55cm SmartRservoir holds 30 litres of waterVitogrow
Mini Allotment – 55cmx55cm £49.90
Additional options include:
Vitogrow Mini Allotment with Lid - £56.90
Vitogrow Mini Allotment with Mini Greenhouse - £69.90
About Greenhouse Sensation

Greenhouse Sensation is a retailer and manufacturer of ‘brilliant gardening
products’. The company designed the award-winning Vitopod Propagator, Grow
Planters and Click & Drip Irrigation kits, all of which are made by Greenhouse
Sensation’s own team in England.
For 2012 Greenhouse Sensation has carefully selected products designed by
other companies to be featured in its catalogue and on its website, making the
website and brochure an essential destination for gardeners.
All products available on the Greenhouse Sensation website are extensively
trialed in the company’s greenhouses and polytunnels in Lancashire, where we
also grow bananas. Greenhouse Sensations products are made in England from
recycled material.
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